
The quartz clean team is proud to present a new, safer way to clean the globally popular kitch-
en benchtop surface material, engineered quartz (also known as reconstituted stone). These 
unique Australian products have been formulated with a specific balance of naturally derived 
ingredients to offer a proven, effective clean without compromise.

At its essence, quartz clean is a quality conscious product. It was created to give quartz sur-
faces the best possible care while nurturing health and wellbeing. How? By offering a safer 
alternative to cleaning products that contain synthetic toxic surfactants and other potentially 
harmful ingredients. 

You won’t see a long list of chemicals on quartz clean labels – but you will see nine pure and 
organic essential oils. The precisely formulated blend harnesses the dual benefits of each es-
sential oil for potent cleaning power with the added luxury of a divine, therapeutic fragrance of 
citrus, mint and eucalyptus. Cleaning quartz now means feeling blissed out, not spaced out.

quartz clean products are kind to the environment, too, using recycled packaging and sus-
tainably sourced local ingredients. There’s also helpful consumer support and advice available 
on the quartz clean website, from everyday cleaning hacks to useful how-to’s, such as tackling 
common benchtop stains or the first-time clean of a brand-new quartz benchtop.
The quartz clean ‘dynamic duo’ includes Everyday Surface Cleaner, for sparkling quartz surfac-
es in a flash, and its sidekick, Deep Clean Surface Cream, a non-abrasive formula that does the 
heavy lifting when it comes to stain removal. 

quartz clean cuts through grease and stubborn stains and is safe for use in food preparation 
areas. quartz clean products are pH neutral and free of sulphate, parabens, bleach, biocides, 
synthetic fragrance and artificial additives.

The quartz clean duo retails for A$34.50 and can be purchased online at quartzclean.com.au

Like to find out more? Please contact sales@quartzclean.com.au

100% effective. 100% luxurious. 
100% care. No compromise.


